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Sherry Owens 

Sherry Owens' artistic practice 
involves a good bit of collecting 
and gathering, weaving and whittling. 
Her sculptures seem remarbably 
familiar at first glance, referring as 
they often do t o forms found in 
nature. One com es upon Owens' 

worb as one might stumble across 
an interesting botanical formation 
in the forest. They remind us of the 
awe that such encounters produced 
in chJdhood, in our earliest experi
ences of nature. They remind us of 
the fear of the unlwown tb.at may 
also have attended such encounters. 

Within Owens' sculptures, h owever, 
the patient viewer frequently finds 
a retreat, a haven-a secluded and 
enclosed space . WhJe their outer 
structures may seem chaotic or 
random, these sculptures contain 
a carefully conshucted interior space, 
hidden from hurried glances. These 
interiors reveal, through th eir care
ful manufacture, an intellect and 
intentionality at worb. They are 
geom etric spaces-perfectly shaped 
conical, cylindrical, spherical voids 
-that clearly point to the laborious 
involvement of t h e human hand. 
The juxtaposition of this m anmade, 
carved space within the seemingly 
natural stru cture is both a surprise 

and a comfort. The creation of these 
spaces seems analogous (on a micro
cosmic scale) to man's interactions 
in nature, or at least the most 
sen sitive ones . The spaces seem 
abin to shelters, nests, secret hiding 

The Slow Growth of Sameness. 1995. crepe myrlle. hair. linen. lead. steel . 
5 I' x 32' x 4 314 •. private co/lee lion. Photo Credit: Harrison Evans 

places in the woods . They resonate 
with archetypal haven s in nursery 
rhymes, safe places in the darkness. 

Yet, Owens' spaces-within-structures 
are not, in fact, utilitarian. They 
can perform as neither shelter nor 
vessel nor container. WhJe beauti
ful and sen sitive, t hese spaces are, 
in fact , dysfunctional. The viewer 
must think twice about residing 
(even metaphorically) within, and 
m ust read them more closely as 
metaph ors. It is, of course, no mere 

coincidence that Owen s fashions 
these interior spaces into shapes 
t hat recall Minimalist, geometric 
sculpture. T he artist reimagines 
these reductive precedents as worl<>s 
that did not spring exclusively from 
the minds of their creators. They 
might just as easJy have issued from 
nature herself. One thinks of other 
works in which geometric voids are 
carved within natural environments, 
such as Michael H eizer 's Double 
Negative . Owens' sculptures are 
Earthworl<>s writ small. 



To varying degrees, Owens ' works 
engage the traditional dichotomy 
of t/1e natural and the manmade. 
A work such as Water seems to 
derive its formal structures almost 
entirely from those found in nature. 
Its rhythmic pattern of upright twigs 
could easJy be explained by a natural 
pattern of growth, or tl1e effects 
of water in motion. The h orizontal 
elements that entwine these vertical 
Inembers see1n, however, more 
purposeful- less natural. And yet , 
similar structures might be made 
by nest -buJding birds. We are chal
lenged to stretch our very defini
t ion of what is natural. Is a nest 
intentionally built by a bird naturan 
O r is it architecture? Why is it more 
or less so than a similar structure 
buJt by man? One begins to accept 
that the traditional binarism of nat
ural/manmade may n eed revision. 

Owens continues to force the ques
tion. Sh e is not content to present 
Water in t he expected materials, 
as they might be found in nature. 
Instead sh e casts the whole in 
bronze, adding a further manufac
tured element t o the process. T his 
material alludes both to a height
ened sense of value {ascribed by man), 
and t o a greater permanence for 
the construction. Bronze is laden 
with worth, almost arbitrarily 
attached to the metal, and sculp
ture cast in bronze is afforded an 
historic, /or-the-ages importance. 

S imilarly, in The Marriage o/ the 
Sun and the Moon and Navigating 
the Waters, Owens begins with 

structures that seem to have emerged 
whole from nature. Looking closely, 
h owever, on e witnesses one of 
Owens' major achievements-the 
collapsin g of the distance between 
that which seems natural and that 
which is manmade. One imagines 
that the opposing colors in Marriage 
might have just as likely emerged 
through environmental factors as 
through th e artist's manipulation. 
The stripping and dyeing of the 
branches creates beautiful patinas 
t hrough which the natural wood 
grains shine. The sculpture's dehcate 
asymmetrical balance is achieved 
through the cooperation of its 
forged steel {manmade) base 
"branches" and the {natural) wood 
ones above. 

In Navigating the Waters, the gently 
bending upright branches seem the 
result of a persistent breeze or 
steady current. The carefully crafted 
interior h ollow seems equal parts 
birdnest , manmade geom etric 
structure, and naturally occurrin g 
eddy or whirlpool. In a single 
sculpture, therefore, Owens is able 
to allude simultaneously t o three 
distinct possibilities along the con
tinuum of the natural to the manmade. 

In a few works, such as We Dream o/ 
Intimacy, Owens adds the possibility 
of a more overt narrative to the 
sculptures' metaphoric properties. In 
this case, the outer-mass-containing
the-geometric-space-within has met 
its match: a companion form that 
would seemingly fill its inner space. 
Any reading of the possible sexual 

narratives here {in the phallic and 
con cave forms) is immediately 
challen ged, however, by Owens' 
material choices. The h ollowed 
vessel component is constructed 
of stiff crepe myrtle twigs, while its 
counterpart is covered in a soft 
down of linen fibers . Owens' sub
version of the traditionally ascribed 
tactJ e qualities of the m et aph oric 
sexual body brings the viewer bacb 
to the sculpture at hand, and limits 
anthropomorphizing readings the 
viewer may wish to assign to the work. 

U ltimately, Sherry Owens' worl" 
marries the hand of intentionality 
- that of the artist-with nature. 
One senses her enorm ous reverence 
for naturally occurring materials, 
and for the patterns and order that 
lie therein. Owens' reordering of 
the natural, and h er realignment 
of geometric, Minimalist purity 
with it, results in extraordinarily 
sen sitive and beautiful worl;.>s . 
These sculptures simultaneou sly 
"perfect" the products of the natural 
world and naturalize those of the 
intellectual realm, collapsing the 
distance between the t wo and 
effecting a remarkable reconciliation. 

Don Bacigalupi, Ph.D. 
Director and Chief Curator 
Blaffer Gallery, the Art Museum 
of the University of Houston 
December 1997 
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